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Abstract- This paper proposes a method for controlling a Robotic arm using an application build in the 
android platform. The android phone and raspberry pi board is connected through Wi-Fi. As the name 
suggests the robotic arm is designed as it performs the same activity as a human hand works. A signal is 
generated from the android app which will be received by the raspberry pi board and the robotic arm 
works according to the predefined program. The android application is the command centre of the robot-
ic arm. The program is written in the python language in the raspberry board. The different data will 
control the arm rotation. 
Index Terms—Robotic Arm; Raspberry pi; Android Application;  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Domain of the project is Human-Robot Interaction 
(HRI). HRI is a sphere of learning allocated to per-
ceptive, scheming, and appraising robotic systems 
for custom by or with humans. 
Robotics is one of the significant fields in the con-
cern of industrial tradition and daily life and the 
robotics may upshot one variety of fields in the 
technological manipulations and that can be intellec-
tual with encroachment of diverse areas like sensors, 
memories. Robots are gradually being incorporated 
into employed task to swap humans especially to 
work on recurrent actions. 
II. EXISTING METHOD 
Technologies used 
A.  Infrared 
It is a petite array wireless communication gizmo. 
Electromagnetic radiations which comprise a wave 
length extended than visible light are the Infrared 
rays. These are the radiations which emitted from an 
entity at room temperature. Their frequency vary is 
as of 1 to 400 THz. For industrial, medical and sci-
entific purpose Infrared rays are used.                             
B.  Zigbee 
Zigbee is a different wireless communication gizmo. 
Zigbee is apt for elevated side by side communica-
tion etiquettes which cast off squatrule digital radio 
base. It is used in diverse applications like electrical 
meters, wireless light switches etc. Low-rate wire-
less information transmits in which statistics is relo-
cated within short distance like Bluetooth is Zigbee. 
Data rate is 250kbps.                                             
C. Bluetooth  
For relocating of data between mobiles and PC it is 
the substitute of data cables used. For transferring of 
statistics in petite distances Bluetooth is a wireless 
tool. It uses short wavelength radio conduction of 
2400 to 2480 MHZ. As compare to organization and 
restraint of linking additional than one device at a 
time it is also favorable. 25Mbps is the data rate. 
>>Not so trouble-free to put into operation as have 
to take great care of noise. 
>>They are speck further expensive           
III. PROPOSED METHOD 
The issues can be solved by designing the project 
that aims at the development of a process for 
schemes a robotic arm via an appliance physique in 
the android platform. 
The android phone and raspberry pi board is associ-
ated through Wi-Fi.                                                              
a. Wi-Fi 
Here the proposed project uses Wi-Fi technology. 
It is the newest wireless expertise now a day. It is 
rummage-sale for extensive remoteness wireless 
communication. Flanked by not at all like hardware 
gadgets like PCs, mobiles and so forth devices are 
wirelessly associated thru internet access points. The 
admission point or hotspot range is 20 meters interi-
or and it may be in numerous square miles by over-
lapping of manifold entree points. Provides higher 
data rate of 50Mbps and operates either at 2.4GHz 
or 5GHz.  
Thus the Wi-Fi engineering makes it workable for 
us to control robot remotely. 
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Fig.1: Overview of the Concept 
 A. Block Diagram                                                  
There are three modules: android phone, raspberry 
pi and robotic arm. 
We are making Wi-Fi arrange between the android 
telephone and Raspberry Pi. Orders are given to the 
robot from the telephone and robot works as per that 
charges. The DC engines are additionally interfaced 
with the raspberry pi for their be in summon of and 
advance told from the android.  
 
Fig.2: Block Diagram 
DC engines are being utilized for the development 
of automated wheels i.e. to move right-left or to 
move in forward or in reverse heading.                    
A serving of the purposes overdue the increase of 
ARM-based mainframes incorporate minimal effort, 
low-to low power consumption, good handling 
force, and open advancement condition. At this 
point android application actuality the war room of 
the mechanical arm, by way of it orders the arm to 
transfer or prattle particular belongings as the direc-
tion is exchanged to the arm concluded python dia-
lect.                                                                             
In this way raspberry pi act as common bridge be-
tween android smart phone and robot. 
IV. HARDWARE SPECIFICATION 
A. Android Phone 
• With the advancement in technology, a smart 
phone capable of performing greater tasks with 
better efficiency.  
• One of the mostly used mobile OS, these days is 
Android.  
B. Raspberry Pi 
ARM Corporation developed ARM is a 32-bit RISC 
processor structural design ARM processors hold a 
exclusive amalgamation of features that brands 
ARM the majority prevalent embedded architecture 
currently.. For instance, while utilizing fifty times 
less vitality the PXA255 Scale processor seriatim at 
400MHz gives show analogous to Pentium 2 at 
300MHz.  
C. Robotic Arm                                                                  
It has four rotational joints- the base, shoulder, el-
bow and wrist. The gripper will open and close by 
means of the gear wheels.                                        
1) DC Motor: An electric motor that runs on DC 
electricity is DC motor. It works on the mechanism 
of electromagnetism. A current conveying conduc-
tor will encounter a power relative to the current in 
the conductor when set in an outside attractive field.  
In motor two magnetic fields are produced. One 
magnetic field is produced by the electrical current 
flowing in the motor windings and the other mag-
netic field is produced by the permanent magnets. 
To pivot the rotor these two fields result in a torque. 
To produce a constant torque, as the rotor turns, the 
current in the windings is commutated output; this 
makes the motor to run.                                                
2) L293D: The Device is a monolithic integrated 
high current, high voltage four channel driver in-
tended to admit standard DTL or TTL logic levels 
and drive inductive loads and switching power tran-
sistors. 
Use as two bridges to make simpler; with a permit 
input each pair of channels is equipped. For maneu-
ver at a lower voltage a discrete supply input is pro-




(a) Holding the Target 
 
(b) Move2 of the Target 
 
(c) Move3 of the Target 
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(d) Move4 of the Target 
 
(e) Target Moved to the Destination 
Fig.4: Motion of Robotic Arm 
VI. CONCULSION 
Many invested more energy in web rather the nor-
mal time rest they rest. So with the presentation of a 
web controlled mechanical arm; the clients can do 
their work from anyplace. This task offers a ton of 
extension for including fresher highlights. The po-
tential outcomes are huge. This robot is in the ebb 
and flow state gives a stage to additionally investi-
gate into enhancing its abilities. 
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